Witnesses to the Holocaust Archive Curriculum

This curriculum was written to supplement the use of the Witnesses to the Holocaust Archive video testimony in 7-12th grade classrooms. Survivor testimony, while a critical component in Holocaust education, should never be used without the historical context necessary for students to understand the experiences of people who lived through the Holocaust.

The enclosed teaching strategies and lessons adhere to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s recommended Guidelines for Teaching the Holocaust, Kansas and Missouri State Education Standards, and the Midwest Center for Holocaust Educations Core Concepts in Holocaust Education.

This document is ever-evolving. Teachers are encouraged to submit feedback about the curriculum as well as their own teaching ideas and lessons for potential inclusion in this curriculum. Please send all comments and submissions to:

Jessica Rockhold, School Outreach Coordinator
Midwest Center for Holocaust Education
schools@mchekc.org

Teachers may reprint and duplicate the following worksheets and curriculum for classroom use only.